Graduate Student Government

Travel Grant Results - Spring 2016

Presenting Travel Grants ($250)
Details: 51 applications, 42 awarded, 2 duplicated application removed, 3 denied due to already received a TG during summer, 4 denied due to conference date out of current session.

- Behdad Afkhami
- Mohammad Reza Amini
- Aparajita Banerjee
- Brad Barnett
- Erin Burkett
- Andrew Chapp
- Lindsay Davis
- Heather Deering
- Amaneh Eslami Kenarsari
- Silke Feltz
- Taya Flaherty
- Ida Fonkoue
- Cameron Goble
- Joseph Halt
- Rachel Hetherington
- Sarah Hopson
- Arash Hosseinzadeh
- Michael Huber
- Meghnath Jaishi
- Sumanth Kalluri
- Vincent Manzie
- Jacob McDonald
- Brittany Nelson
- Nima Taherkhani

- Amol Paithankar
- Anna Paul
- Brendon Pelto
- Colin Phifer
- Kaitlin Reinl
- Joseph Rice
- Mayra Sanchez Gonzalez
- Daniel Trepal
- Kimberly Tweedale
- Christopher Walkons
- Luting Wang
- Gaoxue Wang
- Kevin Waters
- Teresa Wilson
- Arya Yazdani
- Le Zhao
- Qi Zhong
- Xiucheng Zhu

Attending Travel Grants ($150)
Details: 27 applications, 4 awarded, 1 duplicated applications, 1 denied due to lack of advisor approval, 1 denied due to conference date out of current session, 19 denied from non-priority grouping based on prior participation in conferences/receiving TGs/support status, 1 denied from the group with priority by random drawing.

- Jaideep Harsulkar
- Anand Lolap
- Autumn McDaniel
- Qinyuan Yin

Travel Grants in Statistics
- 12 of 42 presenting awards are for posters, 30 of 42 presenting awards are for oral presentations, 4 are attending awards
- 41 are in PhD program, 15 are in MS program
- 23 attended conferences before
- 22 presented posters at a conference before
- 25 made oral presentations at a conference
- 20 received TG from GSG before
- 28 will attend the conference with other students
- 26 will attend the conference with advisor or other faculties
- 34 are academic conferences, 10 are industry conferences, 2 are other
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